Pursuant to Administrative Code Section 27-131, the following equipment or material has been found acceptable for use subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.

**MEA 216-07-M**

**Manufacturer:** Intermat Inc., 2045 Placentia Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

**Trade Name(s):** Sure-Board®, MagBoard

**Product:** 22-gauge steel sheet laminated to various forms of exterior substrate

**Pertinent Code Section(s):** 27-335.1

**Prescribed Test(s):** RS 5-5 (ASTM E84), Toxicity

**Laboratory:** Hardwood/Plywood & Veneer Association Laboratory and Testing Service (HPVA); Anderson Labs, Inc.

**Test Report(s):** HPVA T-12170 dated February 6, 2007
Anderson Labs, Inc. #659 dated March 19, 2007

**Description:** Sure-Board® panel is a 22-gauge steel sheet laminated to any form of exterior-type gypsum, concrete board, glassmat, fiber-reinforced gypsum or magnesium board. Sheet panels are used to resist wind and seismic lateral loads. It may also be used to prevent penetration from airborne debris, as well as impact and security protection for buildings.

Flame Spread Rating – 5
Smoke Developed Rating – 5
Terms and Conditions: The above-described panel is accepted with the following conditions:

1. Material may be used in either new or existing noncombustible construction Group I or combustible Group II buildings.

2. Installation shall be in accordance with Section 27-335.1 and manufacturer’s supplied instructions.

3. All shipments and deliveries of such equipment shall be provided with a metal tag, suitably placed, certifying that the equipment shipped or delivered is equivalent to that tested and acceptable for use, as provided in Section 27-131 of the New York City Building Code.

NOTE: In accordance with Section 27-131(d), all materials tested and accepted for use shall be subject to periodic retesting as determined by the Commissioner; and any material which upon retesting is found not to comply with Code requirements or the requirements set forth in the approval of the Commissioner shall cease to be acceptable for the use intended. During the period for such retesting, the Commissioner may require the use of such material to be restricted or discontinued if necessary to secure safety.
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